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First for a multizonc three-dimensional reactor consisting of homogenized
hexagonal prizms a stationary reactor is performed, namely, an equation for a
reactor assumed to be critical is solved defining the neutron multiplication factor and
the neutron group fluxes spatial distribution in diffuzion approximation. Then fission
neutrons groups importance functions are calculated through solving the corresponding
adjoint problem. The multiplication factor calculation is performed by the source
iterations method with the acceleration of the iterations process convergence
according to Chebyshev's three layer scheme. Group fluxes and importance functions
distributions for each outer iteration arc found by the incomplete factorization method
/1.2.3A

The obtained distributions of the stationary reactor groupfluxcs arc used as
an initial approximation for the succeding nonstationary calculation. The
application of the quasistatic approximation in formulating the problem makes it
possible to stress the spartial shape function weakly dependent on time and the scalar
factor not depending on the spatial coordinates. For the scalar factor calculation the
system of equations of point kinetics is solved by Geer's method choosing the
appropriate time step while solving. This system parameters arc determined on the
basis of the nuclear data integral-spatial reductions at every time step by using group
importance functions. The weakly dependent on time shape function is recalculated
much more rarely then scalar factor, what allows to considerable save the total time
of the nonstationary calculation.

Nuclear data for particular reactor zones are taken from the file with a
previosly formed base group macroscopic cross sections library to which a file of
factorial parametrization constants coefficients is attached for taking into account
feedbacks. Currently the base cross sections preparation is implemented by WIMS-D4
/4/ and APAMAKO151 programs. The material spatial placement in the reactor zone
being calculated is defined by the aid of two tables, i.e. by the cassct mapping in a
plane and by the axial composition of every casset. In the calculations one point per
cassct in plane is used; the axial division is done arbitrary and is determined by the
source data. Outer perturbations are simulated by the cross sections
transformations, which are connected with the control rods movement. The initial speed
of the control rods movement is given in the sourse file, and it can be changed during
the calculation for the assinged time points. As the outer control parameters the coolant
flow rates and its inlet core temperatures for every casset are also used. The data input
is accomplished in a free form format from the text file.

The thermohydrodinamics problem in a simple one-dimensional formulation is
solved combined with ncutronics. The following restrictions are taken for
thermohydraulics model:
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• temperature perturbation are promptly transmitted;
• the hcatex change with the surrounding cells is not taken into consideration;
• the heat conductivity of the coolant and the fuel rod along the cell and the heat

conductivity in the gap between the cladding and the fuel is not taken into
consideration.

A nonlinear temperature feedbacks algorithm is the following:

• in every type of the cell macroscopic cross-sections are calculated in accordance with
the initial temperature distribution and quazy-critical problem is solved;

• the obtained space-energy neutron distribution are normalized for the assiged reactor
power,

• the volume heat generation in each spatial reactor cell and the fuel cladding and
coolant temperatures arc calculated;

• macroscopic cross-sections with the new temperature values are recalculated and
quazi-cntical problem is solved again.
This process go on up to the convergence with the assigned accuracy.

After that it is possible to consider that the initial fluxes and temperature
distributions in the reactor are defined and the corresponding adjoint problem is solved.

Then an external perturbation is introduced into the reactor, for example, a slight
control rod movement and the amplitude factor is calculated. Then the heat generation,
the fuel, cladding and coolant temperatures arc recalculated. This cycle is repeated until
the form-function is recalculated. Here temperature nonlinearity iteration are again
included.

The pictures show the influence of the feedbacks on the reactivity and the scalar
(amplitude) factor in nonstationary calculations of the insertion processes of the two
control rod groups inserded with different speeds 161.
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